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Chapter 1496 

Starry River Villa. 

When Elliot came back, Ben Schaffer was holding Robert and had a good time. 

Elliot was greatly stimulated: “My son is so familiar with you?” 

“I often come to see him. Of course he is familiar with me.” Ben Schaffer saw that Elliot 
came back alone, so he asked, “Where is Avery? Gwen asked me to brought her a gift.” 

Elliot sat down on the sofa, said, “Avery went to see Tammy. Did Jun tell you anything?” 

“No. The two of them quarreled again? It’s about the child’s name? I think they are in a 
hurry, the baby hasn’t been born yet. It’s not too late to quarrel after the birth.” 

Mrs. Cooper came over and carried Robert away. 

Elliot handed the marriage certificate to Mrs. Cooper: “Take it and put it in the drawer of 
my study room.” 

Mrs. Cooper took the marriage certificate and carried Robert to the study room. 

Ben Schaffer put the gift. Gwen asked him to bring back to Avery and put it into Elliot’s 
hand: “Open it and see.” 

“What’s there to see?” Elliot put the box on the table. 

“This gift cost of a month’s salaryof Gwen.” Ben Schaffer squinted his fox eyes, “Gwen 
said that the person she is most grateful for is Avery, so she bought this gift and asked 
me to bring it back. She is very kind. Reported.” 

Hearing that, Elliot picked up the box and opened it – 

there was a necklace inside, the price should not be expensive, but the style should be 
Avery’s favorite. 

Elliot closed the box and put it on the table. 
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Ben Schaffer said, “You haven’t met Gwen, have you? She is quite different now. I think 
you can try to get to know her.” 



Elliot glanced at him: “You like her? She also likes you, I have no problem.” 

Ben Schaffer: “Elliot, which eye do you see that I like her?” 

Elliot: “As soon as I entered the door, you started to mention her. If you don’t like her, 
don’t keep saying it in front of me.” 

Ben Schaffer sighed: “I didn’t think about her in that way, but I’ve always dreamed to her 
in these two days. Do you think something is wrong with me? I feel scared myself.” 

Hearing what Ben said, Elliot immediately moved a little distance from him: “Don’t you 
want me to come forward?” 

Ben Schaffer immediately denied: “Am I that low? If I decide to chase her, I’ll definitely 
do it myself.” 

“Good luck.” Elliot could already see that he was interested in Gwen because of his 
eyes and tone, The performance is particularly obvious. 

Ben said, “I’m old now, and since she’s your sister, I don’t dare to mess around. Before 
I’m sure I can be responsible for her, I won’t act rashly.” 

Elliot said, “If you always think she’s my sister. Take it to heart, I’m afraid you won’t 
chase her in your life. If you want to chase after her, I won’t laugh at you.” 

Ben Schaffer blushed slightly: “Will Avery laugh at me?” 

Elliot: “When she comes back, ask her.” 

Ben: “Forget it. I’ll ask casually.” 

“It’s not unreasonable that you are single now. You don’t go after the woman you like, 
are you waiting for God to arrange a ready-made wife for you?” Elliot picked up the 
water glass and took a sip. 

Ben: “Didn’t you just get your license today and ended your single life? As for 
insinuating and cynicism at me? If I want to get married, it will only take a few minutes.” 

Elliot: “Then go get one now.” 

Ben: “Let’s go back to sleep.” 

If Ben Schaffer wanted to do it, he would have done it long ago. 

After Ben Schaffer left, Elliot picked up the box on the table and walked towards the 
master bedroom. 



….. 

Lynch family. 

Tammy’s mental state is similar to what she usually looks like. She also has a good 
appetite. 
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After Avery came over, she peeled at least a pound of pistachios and ate it. 

Avery: “Tammy, don’t eat it. Although you won’t get angry if you eat too many nuts, your 
stomach will feel uncomfortable.” 

“Oh…my mother told me to eat more nuts and said that it will nourish the brain for the 
child.” Tammy wiped her hands with a damp towel. 

Avery said, “Nourishing food should be in moderation. Otherwise, the body cannot 
digest it, and it will have the opposite effect.” 

Tammy thought thoughtfully: “It’s like the relationship between two people. It’s too good 
but not good. Because when we quarrel, it will be more intense than ordinary people.” 

“How are you and him now?” Avery said carefully . 

“No contact. Calm down first. Let’s wait until the child is born.” Tammy smiled bitterly, 
“Maybe Jun will have a new love and a child by then.” 

Avery: “It’s not like that.” 

“I believe. A man might as well believe in himself.” Tammy took a sip of water and 
continued, “I still won’t give you any bitterness. You just got your certificate today, 
congratulations on your hard work. I’ll be fine with Jun in the future, and stop doubting 
each other. Judging from the few quarrels with Jun, the quarrels are very emotional.” 

Avery: “I understand the truth, but sometimes some things happen, people don’t know 
what to do.” 

“Avery, you said my heart is broken. Every time I lose my temper with Jun. I feel even 
more uncomfortable. But if I don’t have it, I feel like I’m going to suffocate.” Tammy 
threw herself into her arms and complained, “It was planned that I would have an 
obstetric check-up in the future. Jun accompanies me. But I don’t dare to contact him at 
all.” 



Avery: “Should I give him a call?” 

Tammy: “No need. Let’s solve the matter between me and him. I’ve done the worst. No 
matter what, I still have a baby in my stomach.” 

After a while, Tammy felt sleepy and went back to her room to sleep. 

When Avery was about to leave, Mary took her hand and prayed, “Avery, give Jun a 
call. Even if Jun wants to find a new love or divorce Tammy, she will wait until Tammy is 
finished giving birth. Let’s talk about the child. If he makes any noise now, Tammy will 
definitely be in pain.” 
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Avery: “Okay auntie, I’ll call him later.” 

On the way back, Avery dialed Jun. 

Jun answered the phone quickly. 

“Jun, are you taking care of your mother in the hospital now?” Avery asked. 

“No, I’m resting at home now.” After Jun was slapped by Tammy, the fingerprints on his 
face made him unable to see anyone. So he could only stay at home and waited for the 
injury to recover. 

Avery: “I went to see Tammy just now. Auntie asked me to tell you that if you want to 
get a divorce or find a new girlfriend, wait until Tammy gives birth to a child.” 

Jun was silent for a moment. 

Avery was a little cold: “Do you really want to divorce Tammy?” 

“If Brother Elliot always slaps you, do you still want to live with him?” Jun asked. 

Avery was silent. 

“What you said just now, I will do it. Don’t say anything else.” 

“Okay.” 

Jun: “I saw Brother Elliot’s circle of friends, congratulations on getting the certificate.” 

Avery was a little surprised: “Are you in a circle of friends?” 

“Yeah! Go and have a look. It’s very sweet.” Jun chuckled softly. 



After hanging up the phone, Avery opened the Moments, and sure enough, he saw 
Elliot’s dynamic. 

She gave a like, intending to comment, “I only have one husband, and he is Elliot”, but 
at this moment, her eyes suddenly darkened, and the world seemed to suddenly 
darken. 

She quickly put down the phone. Fortunately, she didn’t drive, otherwise it would have 
been dangerous. 
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Avery rubbed her eyebrows, then opened her eyes and looked out the window. 

The scenery outside the window kept moving backwards, and she could clearly see the 
tall buildings, flower beds, and the continuous flow of traffic outside. 

–Could it be the reason for not having a good rest recently? 

–The last time this happened to her was before the surgery in Yonroeville. 

–However, after she was discharged from the hospital, she underwent a re-examination, 
and the results of the re-examination were no problem. 

–May be too tired recently. 

Now that she and Elliot have also received the certificate, the stone hanging in her heart 
has fallen, and she should adjust her state well. 

Maybe after a few days of rest, the body will return to normal. 

The car quickly drove to the Starry River Villa. 

When Avery got home, Robert was playing with toys in the living room, and Elliot was 
taking a lunch break. 

Mrs. Cooper asked her to go back to her room to rest, but she was not sleepy. 

“She came here today and brought a gift. It was said that Gwen spent a month’s salary 
to buy it for you.” Mrs. Cooper said, “Gwen is quite attentive.” 

Avery was very surprised: “It’s not easy for Gwen to make some money. How can I be 
embarrassed to spend so much money to buy me a gift.” 



“Just give her a gift. She is willing to buy you a gift because of her heart. If you refuse, 
she will be sad.” Mrs. Cooper laughed. 

Avery: “Yeah.” 
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Mrs. Cooper: “She only brought gifts for you, not for your husband.” 

Avery: “The two brother and sister haven’t met. Elliot didn’t say that he wanted to 
recognize this sister. Gwen is not the kind of flattering person.” 

Mrs. Cooper: “I see. Whoever treats her well will treat her well.” 

Avery: “Well, where is the gift?” 

Mrs. Cooper: “Mr. Foster was afraid that Robert would take it, so he took it back to the 
bedroom.” After Mrs. Cooper finished speaking, Avery walked towards the bedroom. . 

When Avery entered the room, there was not much movement, but Elliot opened his 
eyes. 

“Did I wake you up?” Avery rushed to the bed. 

“No.” Elliot sat up and asked worriedly, “What time is it?” 

“It’s almost three o’clock.” Avery dialed his forehead messily, “I heard that Gwen bought 
me a gift.” 

“Well, that powder box is.” Elliot said. 

Avery looked at the bedside table and picked up the pink box. She opened the box, saw 
the necklace inside, and smiled, “She has a good eye for gifts. This style is so 
beautiful.” 

“How about Tammy?” Elliot changed the subject. 

Avery shook her head: “Not very good. I called Jun, and Jun was heartbroken. The two 
of them are a bit like the two of us before. No one wants to bow their heads, and 
everyone thinks they are in control.” 

Elliot: “Don’t you make up now?” 

“Elliot, do you have any cracks in your heart?” Avery held the box in her hand and 
looked at him softly, “We used to quarrel all the time, and quarrels hurt our feelings a 
lot.” 



“Is there a crack?” Elliot asked. 

Avery smiled and shook her head: “I don’t think there are any cracks. Every time we 
reconcile, there is a feeling of forgetting the pain after healing. Are you the same as 
me?” 

Elliot looked at her smile and said what was in his heart, ” No matter how angry you 
make me, as long as you come to me, I will rekindle my confidence.” 

His answer warmed her heart. 

Avery hugged him, breathing the familiar breath on his body, her eyelids darkened a 
little. 

“Are you sleepy?” Elliot said in a hoarse voice, “Go to sleep. I’ll call you in an hour.” 

Avery: “It suddenly got dark in front of me, guess what I was thinking at the time?” 

Elliot looked her in the eyes: “Why is this happening? Is there a possible disease?” 

Avery: “I thought so too. I suspected I had an incurable disease, and then imagined that 
after I died, you might find a new wife soon and think of our children, who may be 
abused by the stepmother.” 
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Elliot was speechless. 

“I don’t feel any discomfort, I’m probably just too tired.” Avery rubbed her eyes, “I’m 
asleep.” 

“Well.” Elliot sat beside the bed Walk. 

He didn’t leave the room until Avery was breathing evenly. 

When he came to the living room, Robert glanced at him. 

“Son, do you feel bored when you play at home every day?” Elliot walked over to his 
son and chatted with him, “Do you want to go to the morning class?” 

Robert couldn’t understand, so he looked confused. 



Mrs. Cooper said, “Sir, why don’t you wait until Robert’s first birthday to send him to the 
early education class. He’s a bit boring at home alone. There are no children of the 
same age to play with.” 

Elliot: “I’ll discuss it with Avery then.” 

Mrs. Cooper said, “Avery didn’t mention the early childhood classes. I think it’s better for 
the child to stay at home. I took Robert to play in the community before, and I heard 
from a mother-in-law that my grandson went to kindergarten and fell ill every day. I 
never get sick, but when I go to school, I get sick.” 

Elliot was stunned for a moment: “Then I won’t send Robert to the early childhood 
class.” 

His original intention was to let his son play with children of the same age, so that he 
would have more fun. 

Mrs. Cooper said, “Sir, look at Robert, I’ll go to the kitchen to see the soup.” 

After speaking, Mrs. Cooper walked towards the kitchen. 

Robert immediately hugged the toy and followed Mrs. Cooper towards the kitchen. 
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“Baby, what are you doing in the kitchen? Dad wants to play with you.” Elliot hurriedly 
chased after him and picked Robert up, “Dad, will you show you the pictures of your 
mother and sister? And the picture of your brother… ..You haven’t seen your brother for 
a long time, we will bring him back when you have your first birthday.” 

Elliot turned on the phone, and Robert was immediately attracted by the screen. 

He smoothly carried Robert to the sofa and sat down, and the father and son began to 
look at the photos and videos on the phone. 

The photos and videos on his phone were copied from the cloud drive, and they were all 
taken several months ago. 

“This is a photo of you when you were born. Isn’t it a small one… You were sick at that 
time, and you were taken to the incubator when you were born.” Elliot looked at the 
photo of Robert living in the incubator, the memories of the past flooded in his mind. 

Robert looked at the photo on the screen with a serious face. 

Elliot looked at his serious little face, and couldn’t help but kissed him on the cheek: 
“Robert, fortunately you’re fine. When you grow up, you must be filial to Aunt Shea.” 



Robert stretched out her finger, He swiped on the screen of his mobile phone, and the 
photo immediately flipped to the next one. 

“Who taught you to turn pages?” Elliot didn’t expect his son to play with his phone, “Did 
your sister teach you?” 

Robert focused on the photos on the phone and didn’t answer. 

Suddenly, a notification message popped up in the notification bar of the mobile phone. 

–Rebecca asked to add you as a friend. 

Seeing the word ‘Rebecca’, Elliot frowned. 

Rebecca? 

How could she have his facebook ID? 

What is she looking for him for? 

Thinking of this, he tapped the notification bar information. 

Just when he was about to reject Rebecca’s friend request, the verification message 
she sent came into view. 

–Elliot, I saw our child today. I think she looks a lot like Layla. 

Elliot’s finger was above the reject button, but he couldn’t touch it. Layla’s little face 
suddenly appeared in his mind. 

He wanted to see if this kid really looked like Layla. 
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In fact, Elliot was more surprised. 

It stands to reason that even if he and Rebecca really have a daughter, this child can’t 
be like Layla. 

Because Layla’s facial features are more like Avery. 

After agreeing to Rebecca’s friend addition request, Elliot looked at the screen of his 
phone, waiting for Rebecca to send a photo. 



He looked at the word ‘typing…’ next to the word Rebecca, and his heart beat faster. 

Unpredictable, Robert stretched out his little hand and slapped his phone sharply. 

The phone suddenly fell to the ground. 

Robert wanted to see the photo, but Elliot didn’t show him the photo anymore, he was 
angry. 

After photographing the phone on the ground, the little guy snorted angrily and 
struggled to get down. 

Elliot held him with one hand and picked up the phone with the other. 

“Dad shows you the photo, don’t be angry.” Elliot whispered, “You little guy, how can 
you be so angry. Your mother is not so fierce.” 

Robert seemed to hear that this was not a good thing, so he hummed again. 

Elliot picked up the phone and reopened the photo album, Robert was quiet. 

At this time, Facebook reminded that three new messages were received. 

But Elliot didn’t dare to open it immediately. 
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After a while, Mrs. Cooper came over with two bowls of soup. 

“Sir, the soup is ready, you and Robert will try it first.” Mrs. Cooper put the soup on the 
table. 

Seeing Mrs. Cooper, Robert immediately slipped off the sofa and walked to Mrs. 
Cooper. 

Elliot smiled and said, “Robert didn’t recognize people before. Now he knows how to 
pick people.” 

“It means that Robert has grown up.” Mrs. Cooper carried Robert into the children’s 
dining chair and sat down, feeding him soup. 

Elliot opened facebook and saw the message from Rebecca. 

He clicked on the color doppler photo sent by Rebecca. 



Now the child is still relatively young, and the facial features are not fully developed, so 
at first glance, it is like looking at a little monkey. 

Elliot frowned, puzzled, how could this little monkey-like thing be like his lively and 
lovely little princess Layla? 

Rebecca did nothing to add him to facebook. 

Elliot glanced at the text she sent – 

‘Elliot, the child is still relatively young, so he can’t see clearly. But if you look closely, 
you can see that the child is more like Layla. ‘ 

‘Elliot, please don’t delete me, okay? In another month, I can send you clear pictures of 
the child. I promise not to disturb you. I just want to show you the baby. ‘ 

Because Elliot didn’t reply, Rebecca sent another message later – I had a hunch that 
the baby was a girl. 

Elliot likes girls very much. 

Because of Layla, he has no resistance to girls at all. 

But he just has no resistance to himself and Avery’s children, and doesn’t care about 
other people’s children, as well as his own and other people’s children. 

He clicked Rebecca’s avatar, and then clicked the three dots next to her, ready to delete 
her. 

At this time, she sent two more messages. 

–[Picture] 

–Here’s a comparison of Layla I made with our baby, it’s really a bit similar. 

Elliot took a deep breath, returned to the chat interface, and clicked on the comparison 
picture sent by Rebecca. 

If he looks at the ultrasound image alone, he can’t see any resemblance between this 
little thing and Layla. 

 


